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Estimating the Correlation Coefficient
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The product-moment calculation of the
correlation coefficient is widely regarded as
onerous, and this sometimes leads to proposals of ways to lighten the labor. One
such proposal which has appeared in the
meteorological literature is to use merely the
signs of the deviations from the sample means.
This relation, in large samples from a normal
distribution, is
rs = cos irq,
where rs is the estimate of the population
correlation and q is the proportion of deviation pairs having unlike signs. Clough (1942)
has proposed the relation
rc = ^2p -

1,

where (presumably) p is variously the proportion with like signs or the proportion with
unlike signs, whichever is the greater, and
rc is taken to be negative when the proportion
with unlike signs is the greater.
Both of these estimates are less laborious
than the product-moment estimate and therefore they have some appeal. However, this

ease of computation is bought at the priec
of an increased variance. In addition, rc is
biased, being too high, on the average, when
the population correlation is between 0 and
1 / V2, and too low when the population correlation is between 1 /
and 1, the biases being
reversed in sign when the population correlation is negative.
The table shows R, the population correlation; nV(rm) and nV(r8), n times the variance
of the product-moment estimate and of the
unbiased estimate based on signs, respectively,
n being the number of pairs in the (large)
sample; E(r8), the percentage efficiency of rs;
7Ci the expected value of d o u g h ' s estimate rc,
and rc — R, the bias of rc. d o u g h ' s estimate
is included to show its bias; it would never
be preferred to an unbiased estimate which
requires only a trigonometric table for easy
calculation.
The important characteristic of r« is its
efficiency. Taking R = 0 for an example,
the table shows that the efficiency of rs is
barely 40 percent. This means that the accuracy with which ra indicates the population

TABLE

I

The variances^ product-moment and sign estimates, the efficiency of the sign estimate,
and the expected value and the bias of d o u g h ' s estimate, for various values of the population
correlation.
R

0.0
±0.1
±0.2
±0.3
±0.4
±0.5
±0.6
±0.7
±0.8
±0.9

nV(rm)

nV(re)

1.0000
0.9801
0.9216
0.8281
0.7056
0.5625e
0.4096
0.2601
0.1296
0.0361

2.467
2.433
2.330
2.161
1.930
1.6451.314
0.952
0.579
0.231

E(r.),

%

40.5+
40.3
39.6
38.3
36.6
34.2
31.2
27.3
22.4
15.7

rt
0.000
±0.253
±0.358
±0.440
±0.512
±0.577
±0.640
±0.703
±0.768
±0.844

u-R

0.000
±0.153
±0.158
±0.140
±0.112
±0.077
±0.040
±0.003
=F0.032
±0.044
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value is only that which the product-moment
estimate achieves with less than half as many
observations. Consequently; the price of the
saving in calculation, using r8 instead of rm, is
about 60% of the data if R = 0 , and increases
as R departs from 0.
Another way of stating the effect of the
inefficiency of r«, is that r8 will often depart
from rm, the efficient estimate, by more than
the standard error of rm. This will be true
in 40.9 percent of cases when R = 0, increasing as R departs from 0.
There may be some who think the price
is not too high. However, the work in the
statistical laboratory is trifling compared to
that of collecting the data, and the additional
effort of calculating an efficient estimate is
usually well worthwhile.
It should be specially noted that Clough's
final sentence, "The coefficients by this

method should differ little from the Pearsonian coefficients when there are 50 or more
values correlated . .
is without foundation, the bias of his estimate approaching the
values shown in the table as the number of
observations increases.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that
the statements in this paper refer to large
samples from a normal distribution. For
small samples or for non-normal distributions,
the conclusions might be very different.
However, until these cases have been specifically considered, ra should be used only
with the realization that it may utilize less
than half of the available information.
REFERENCE
Clough, H. W . : A note on methods of correlation, American Meteorological Society Bulletin, 23: 410.
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Slope Evaluation for Iso-"D" Lines on a Vertical Cross Section
JULIUS LONDON
Dept. of Weather, Chanute Field, 111.

Recent developments in the field of altimetry have shown the usefulness of drawing
altimeter correction charts in vertical cross
section, as a means of picturing upper-air
pressure systems and relative thermal distributions.* It would be of considerable help
in the analysis of these cross sections to develop a useful method for determining the
slope of these altimeter correction (iso-D)
fines at any point in the atmosphere.
In cross section, using pressure as the
vertical coordinate, the slope of an iso-D line
would be dZp/dXy where Zp is the height of
a pressure surface in the standard atmosphere,
i. e., the pressure-altitude. (See FIG. 1.) We
can re-write this as
tan 6d —

where C is wind component normal to the
plane of the cross section, and S is the numerical value of the specific temperature anomaly
{T* - Tp)/Tp.
The symbols / and g represent Coriolis parameter and acceleration of
gravity, respectively.
Graphically, the sign of the slope can be
seen to be the negative of the ratio of the
signs of the wind component to the specific
temperature anomaly (S).
A simple rule from the application of this
principle is:—the slope is positive if the normal
wind component and S are of unlike sign; and,

V dx )v
dD
dZv

It has been shown that numerator and denominator become

-(-)
\dx
S

)p
gs

(northern hemisphere),

* See Bellamy, Jn. of Meteorol., Vol. 2, no. 1.

1945.

FIG. 1
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FIG.

conversely, the slope is negative if the normal
wind component and S are of like sign.
(See F I G . 2.)
At any latitude, therefore, knowing the
normal wind component and the variation of
D with standard-altitude, the slope of an
iso-D line can easily be computed. There
are two special cases that should be noted:
1. When C = 0, (i.e., the wind is blowing
parallel to the plane of the cross section) the
slope will always be 0.
2. When the value of S = 0 (i.e., standard
atmospheric conditions prevail), the slope
will be 90 Deg.
M E C H A N I C S OF

EVALUATION

The normal wind component is obtained
from the actual reported wind, using the
wind-component section of the chart (FIG. 3).
Enter the slope-evaluation chart with this
normal wind value, and the value for variation of D with Standard Altitude (Specicfi
Temperature Anomaly) and get the value of
C/S on the slanted lines. The intersection

2.

of this value on the curved lines and the latitude give the slope of the iso-D lines along the
slanted lines. This slope is an exaggeration
of 1:375 to the actual slope in the atmosphere.
EXAMPLES

1. East-west cross-section latitude 35 Deg.
N., wind SE 20 M P H at 10,000 ft p. D at
5,000 ft p is 300 ft. D at 10,000 ft p is 500 ft.
The normal wind is computed to be 14
M P H ; S is 0.04; C/S is therefore 350, and the
slope is found to be 28 Deg.
Since both the wind component and S are
positive the slope is negative, that is, — 28 Deg.
2. N W - S E cross-section at latitude 25 Deg.
N. Wind at 15,000 ft p is E 30 knots. D at
15,000 ft p is 300 ft. D at 12,000 ft p is 200 ft.
Normal wind component is found to be
— 21.5 knots.
The value of S from the above is 0.033.
C/S then is 740 and the slope is found to
be 40 Deg.
Since the wind component and the value of
S are of unlike signs, the slope is positive.

German Deck of Meteorologically Punched Cards Acquired
Fourteen million punch cards, covering prewar and German wartime weather observations in Africa, the Middle East, Europe and at sea, have been captured by American and
British representatives in Germany and are being studied for future use. Half of the
cards are being microfilmed by the Army Air Forces Weather Service. Preliminary arrangements have been made to exchange these cards for another 7,000,000 held by the British
Meteorological Service. The British card supply covers marine observations, while the
Air Weather Service's file consists of land reports from three continents. Future use of
the cards is dependent on an analysis of the sources of the information, the Aii Weather
Service reported. The marine observations will probably be incorporated into the worldwide punch card file maintained by the Air Weather Service in conjunction with the U. S.
Weather B u r e a u . — S . f Sept. 1946.
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Luminous Rain Observed in Flight
RICHARD S . E U S T I S ,

JR.

American Overseas Airlines, La Guardia Field, N . Y .

At approximately 0200 hours GOT on Sunday, July 28, 1946, American Overseas Flight
No. 50 was cleared from Stephenville, Newfoundland, to Shannon, Ireland, on the greatcircle route across the North Atlantic. The flight was a routine commercial trip with a
full load of passengers. Prior to clearance the weather officer at Stephenville had advised
us there was a weak cold front located just off the coast of Newfoundland, extending in
a northeast-southwest direction. It was not expected that this front would cause any delay
to scheduled airline operation, although it was accompanied by low ceilings, reduced visi
bility, and moderate turbulence aloft.
By 0430 hours GCT, flight No. 50 was in the vicinity of 51° N and 46° W. We were
flying at 9,000 feet indicated altitude with an outside temperature of plus 2° C. As there
was no moon with an overcast sky, it was too dark to record the cloud conditions with any
degree of accuracy. However, 9,000 feet was well within the clouds, the ocean was visible
at no time, and the tops of heavy cumulus appeared to merge with an altostratus or possibly
a cirrostratus layer aloft. As we had been flying in and out of rain squalls for over an
hour and had noticed a slight but almost negligible rise in temperature, it seems logical that
we were crossing the cold front at a very small angle. By 0430 most of the weather appeared to be to the north of us. The rain squalls were intermittent and quite varied in
intensity. Occasionally the rain was very heavy for about three minutes at a time, and
would then cease entirely for a few minutes as we emerged from the clouds. The turbulence
was never more than moderate although we entered several areas where the updrafts were
of such intensity that it was impossible to maintain an accurate flight level of 9,000 feet.
There was no lightning seen at any time even though it was almost completely black outside. The static over the radios was such that reception was impossible and the noise from
the headsets when they were hanging on their hooks about two feet from the pilot's ears
could be heard above the sound of the four engines.
At this time our DC-4 entered an area where the raindrops seemed unusually large.
Individual raindrops were seen to break against the windshield with a flash of greenish
yellow light of nearly the size of a quarter. The intensity increased rapidly until within
a few moments the entire windshield seemed spotted with flashes. Both pilots watched
with startled fascination, and by the time they had recovered sufficiently to take some corrective action the display had stopped. The noise of the rain against the plane's cabin
was extremely loud, sounding more like hail than rain. About five minutes later this condition repeated itself to a lesser degree. The flashes were smaller in size, nearer to that of
a dime. Speed was reduced immediately from about 190 mph to 170 mph, indicated; and
further reduction was unnecessary as the plane had already left the area. It might be
mentioned that the fluorescent lighting system for the cockpit was in use. These lights
will cast a purple reflection against the windshield which may have had some effect upon the
color of the flashes as we observed them. It is possible the plane was in an area of mixed
rain and hail, but upon completion of the trip there was no hail damage found.
The above phenomena were accompanied by none of the usual symptoms of thunderstorm activity. No lightning was seen at any time during the entire flight in spite of total
darkness. No icing was encountered that was of sufficient intensity to detect. The temperature remained almost stationary at plus 2° C, although the instrument was of poor
quality with a very small scale. Several members of the crew had seen violent displays of
Saint Elmo's fire in the past. Although most commonly seen from the wing-tip static suppressors, it has been seen as a ball of fire off the windshield wipers. However, none had
ever seen it from the raindrops themselves coming in contact with the plane. Whether the
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wings themselves were reacting the same way as the windshield is unknown, as no one took
the time to look outside during the display. We all spent no little time wondering about
the safety of the aircraft when in these conditions.

Average Daily Temperature Range in the United States
STEPHEN ! 3. VLSHER
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

The daily range in temperature has, of
course, notable significance in various ways.
Hence, the additional data here presented
may afford an acceptable addition to the
maps of average daily range for January,
April, July and October given by Kincer
in " Atlas of American Agriculture, Part
11, Sect. B., Temperature, Sunshine and
Wind,
Washington,
1928."
Although
Kincer's four maps show distinctly more
local variation in range than the new
series because they are based on single stations, the data on averages for U. S.
Weather Bureau's administrative 11 climatic
sections/' upon which the present maps are
based, though arbitrary, are more satisfactory in a number of respects:—the records
are mostly longer and are based on more
stations; the ranges by sections give a better
general picture; the sectional averages
facilitate the construction of the fifth map,
of average annual range in the daily range.
We believe this new map is of considerable
climatological significance.
The recently available mimeographed reports on " A v e r a g e Daily Maximum Temperatures in the United States 1 ' and ' 1 Average Daily Minimum Temperatures in the
United States'' during 1916-1935 (Weather
Bureau, Washington, November, 1944) give
for each week of the year these data as
averages of 675 selected stations situated
in 123 climatic sections. These data are
the basis for our calculations of the average
daily temperature range. Four maps were
constructed to present the average daily
range: 1) during the week which normally
is the coldest of the year (January 15-21) ;
2) during the week which normally is the
warmest (July 16-22) ; 3) during the week
containing the spring equinox (March 1925) ; and 4) during the week containing the

autumnal equinox (Sept. 17-23). A fifth
map herewith shows the difference in degrees in the average daily range between
that of the weeks of these four which have
least and greatest range. It is thus a map
of the average annual variation of the average daily range (by weeks).
FIGURE 1 shows that in the normally
coldest week of the year the daily range of
temperature averages greatest in New Mexico, 27°, while near the Great Lakes it averages less than 18°, only 14.3° in southern
Michigan. In most of the Atlantic coast
states it is approximately 20°, though in
• Khode Island it is only 15.5°. In Texas the
daily range increases from an average of
15.2° along the coast to one of 27.3° at the
extreme west. It is least in western Washington, where the average is 10.2°.
In the warmest week of the year (FIGURE
2) the daily range is appreciably greater
in almost all parts of the country than in
the coldest week. The maximum daily
range averages 37.4° in Nevada and more
than 25° in about half of the country. It
is slightly less than 19° near most of the
eastern coast and in western Washington.
It is least on the Texas coast (averaging
14.1°) where it is 1° less than in mid-winter. The region of greatest range is situated considerably north of the comparable
region in mid-winter.
Two of the other maps constructed, but
not reproduced here, show the average daily
ranges at the two equinoxes. The average daily range at the spring equinox
is greater than in mid-winter everywhere
(by the geographical sections here studied), but it is only slightly greater on
the Texas coast, near the Great Lakes and
on the northeastern coast. The maximum
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range averages 31.7° in Arizona and 31.1°
in New Mexico; northwestern Texas also
has a range of slightly more than 31°.
The minimum range averages 13.8° in western Washington, 15.8° on the Texas coast
and 16° in Ehode Island.
The average daily range at the autumnal
equinox has its greatest value notably
farther north than in spring, but not quite

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

as far north as in summer. Nevada has an
average range of 36.5°, Utah one of 34.6°,
eastern Oregon one of 34.9°. The least
daily average range is, as in the other maps,
along the eastern, southern and northwestern coasts, and is mostly less than 19°.
Minimum average ranges are on the Texas
coast (15°), in Rhode Island (16.1°) and
in western Washington (17°).

Average daily range in the week which normally is the coldest of the year
(Jan. 15-21).

Average daily range in the week which normally is the warmest (July 16-22).
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The least daily range of the year (so far
as these weekly data can cover the year)
occurs in the coldest week of the normal
year in about four-fifths of the geographic
units here used. The hottest week has the
least range in one-sixth of the sections
(North Carolina to coastal Texas and Wyoming). September has the least average
range in Maine and central Texas.
The greatest average daily range of the
year occurs in the hottest week of the year
in nearly half of the geographic units,
occurs near the spring equinox in one-third
units, and near the autumnal equinox in
about one-fourth. The mid-summer has the
greatest range in most of the northeast,
midwest, and northern Rocky Mountain
States. The spring equinox has the greatest range in the zones extending from Delaware to Alabama and from New Mexico
and Texas to Kansas. The autumnal equinox has the greatest range in 12 rather
scattered geographic units (Conn., N. J.,
Miss., La., Ark., Mo., Neb., S. D., Colo.,
Utah, southern and northern Calif.). The
daily range at this equinox is the same as
in July in Minnesota and the same as in
March in Kansas.
The foregoing maps reveal a correlation
between average daily range and relation-

FIGURE 3.

ship to the ocean and Great Lakes. In
general, the range decreases near, and especially to the leeward of large water bodies.
Conversely, the range generally increases
with aridity and with the altitude of the
land. The diurnal range also tends to increase with the amount of sunshine; it is
high in the sunny southwest throughout the
year, and high in the northern plateau
states and eastern Washington at the seasons when they are sunny, i.e., in summer
and early autumn, but it is notably less there
in the cloudy winter. The relatively slight
daily range on the coast of Texas reflects
on-shore winds, quasi-monsoonal in character, and considerable cloudiness in winter, and high humidity in all seasons.
Cloudiness is an important influence in the
Great Lakes region also, where the range is
notably less in the cloudy winter than in
the relatively sunny summer and autumn.
The final map, FIGURE 3, shows the difference in the daily ranges shown by the
four maps described above.
Presumably
this is approximately the annual variation
or range, as it is reasonable to assume that
the year's greatest average daily range is
little if any greater in any other time of
the average year than in the greatest of the
four epochs analyzed.
Conversely, pre-

Difference between amounts of daily range in the weeks having most and least
(Average annual variation in the amount of daily range).
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sumably the least daily range of the year,
on the average, is little less than the least
shown in these maps.
FIGURE 3 shows that the greatest annual
variation in average daily range is in Idaho
and eastern Washington and Oregon (20.2°,
.19.3°, 1 7 . 7 ° ) ; the least is in Rhode Island
( 0 . 9 ° ) , on the Gulf Coast o f Texas ( 1 . 7 ° )

and in Maine ( 2 ° ) . Most of the southeastern third of the country has an annual variation in average daily range of approximately 4°, while most of the northwestern
third has a range two or three times as
great,—Idaho has more than 5 times as
great an annual variation as most of the
East!

From the Seminars
Kansas City Seminar
On October 15, 1946, Mr. D. C. House, a meteorologist in the Weather Bureau
Regional Office at Kansas City, spoke about "General Weather Conditions of Africa and
the Middle E a s t . " Mr. House, formerly a Lt. Colonel in the Army Air Force, speaks with
authority on this subject. He served three years in the area as a forecaster, as Commanding Officer of the Army's Weather Service for Africa and the Middle East, and as staff
weather officer for Commanding Generals of the Africa-Middle East Theatre and the Persian
Gulf Command. Some of his remarks will be published in the BULLETIN.
On November 5, 1946, Mr. C. N. Kimball, an electrical engineer associated with the
C. J. Patterson Engineering Company of Kansas City, spoke about "Industrial Applications of Electronics.'' During this talk Mr. Kimball explained how electronic devices
are used for moisture measurement, moving train to home telephone connections, color
determination and detection of flaws in castings. Since this was a non-meteorological
subject, no copy of the speech was made.
This seminar meets on the first and third Tuesday of each month except June, July
and August. The meetings are held in room 307, Geology Building, University of Kansas
City.
Thirty-eight persons attended the regular Seminar meeting on Nov. 19, 1946. Following the showing of an A A F film " R a d a r Exploration of a Hurricane," Captain G. W. King
of the Fairfax Army Air Field explained how an SCR-584 radar could be used for weather
purposes. A good discussion followed the talk.—Kenneth M. Barnett, Secretary.

District of Columbia Branch
The following officers Were elected by the District of Columbia Branch of the American
Meteorological Society at a regular meeting held on October 31, 1946: Chairman—B. G.
Holzman, V. Chairman—M. L. Blanc, Secretary—C. P. Mook, Treasurer—C. B. Johnson,
Bep.-at-large—J. R. Fulks.
The speaker for the Dec. 18 meeting will be Col. C. J. Hubbard whose topic will be
" I c e in the S e a . " The talk will be accompanied by moving pictures.—C. P. Moolc,
Secretary (U.S.W.B.)
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